
CLASS NOTES TO UNIT: SECURITY (Video lesson + Class + Portfolio assignments) 

In this unit we are going to: 

-Use the vocabulary related to cybersecurity (1). 

-Read and complete exercises about mobile security solutions (2). 

-Build question-answer sequences about mobile security alerts and procedures (3).  

-Write a chronological sequence of events related to security issues (4). 

 

Parts 1-3 will be dealt with in the video lesson and in class, including exercise a. Part 4 must be done after 

the class and included in the students’ portfolio 

 

1.Introduction: Let’s watch this short video about cybersecurity and check the uses and pronunciation of the 

following terms: security handshake / rebroadcast / flaws / router / wi-fi connection / encrypted-encryption 

https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-41635516 

Let’s now try to describe the process again with our own words. 

 

2. Reading: Let’s read the following brochure and complete the exercises required (Exercise a):  

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-41635516


 

 

3. Speaking: From these notes written by the Security Administrator of a company, let’s build a question-

answer sequence (we will do it in class as a chain-dialogue) 

 

 



The sequence starts from the following situation: At 08:12 the Sales Manager of Avantis can’t find his 

company-issued mobile phone (which has an SD card containing sensitive company data). He immediately 

phones his office to report the loss. Meanwhile, over at Avantis, the Security Administrator sees a security 

alert on her computer screen, indicating that someone is making repeated multiple incorrect password 

attempts to connect to the internet from the mobile phone. 

Sample question-answer sequence (there can be more than 1 possibility): 

-At 7:45 I got an alert on my security screen. 

-Did you try to contact the Sales Manager? 

-I did, but there was no reply. Then, at 8:10, I detected that the user was attempting to install unauthorised 

software. 

-What did you do then? // How did you react? // Did you try to disable… 

 

3. Assignment for your portfolio: Think of a security issue concerning another type of company and/or 

situation. Write a 2-3 sentence introduction to the issue and then a note sequence like the one in exercise 2. 

Add sequence markers to your report, such as First, secondly, then, after that, finally… Approx. length: 150 

words.  

 


